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Detection of quantized flux penetration into very small 0-type Josephson links
in Bi2Sr2Ca1Cu2Oy single crystals using ESR spectrometry

Takeshi Kusumori, Nobumitsu Murayama, and Hachizo Muto*
National Industrial Research Institute of Nagoya, Hirate-cho, Kita-ku, Nagoya, 462 Japan

~Received 30 August 1996!

Magnetic-flux trapping in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy single crystals is investigated using an electron-spin-resonance
spectrometer to study the trapping mode of high-Tc superconductors. Several series of periodic microwave
~MW! absorption spectra were observed at external fluxesFx5(k61/2)F0 , k50,1,2, . . . . They are super-
posed on a broad MW spectrum ascribed to the surface impedance. The periodic spectrum is clear evidence for
stepwise transitions (k→k11) between energy states of Josephson-junction links by microwave absorption
and for stepwise penetration of flux quantaF0. The periodicity with a half quantum (k61/2)F0 was shown to
be due to 0-type Josephson-junction links. It was possible to follow the angular dependence of a few sets of
periodic spectra and to determine the sizes and orientations of the intracrystal Josephson links. The link size
and the number of quanta penetrating the links are very small, an order of 0.5–4mm2 and several to a few tens
of quanta, and are about 10–102 times smaller than those in Y-Ba-Cu-O and Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 crystals. Every
link surface is found to be closely located in theab crystal plane.@S0163-1829~97!05521-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the magnetic-flux-trapping modes in sin
crystals of ceramic superconductors is important in und
standing high-Tc superconductivity and in applications, sinc
flux trapping governs the conductivity in magnetic field
There may be superconducting loops containing intracry
Josephson junctions~JJ’s! such as the superconducto
~dislocation!/superconductors, which are created by dislo
tion, in addition to the intracrystal JJ’s formed by the intri
sic insulator layers in high-Tc superconductors as well a
Abrikosov vortices. These loops play an important role
flux trapping. There are several techniques for studying fl
line lattices~FLL! and the flux quantumF0. Each method
has its advantages and limitations. Neutron-scattering pro
the bulk features of the FLL.1 The Bitter decoration method
using scanning electron microscopy or atomic-force micr
copy is more powerful in studying the details of the structu
and the pinning of the FLL.2,3 However, it probes the FLL
mode only at a weak magnetic field ofH0,500 Oe and does
not provide direct information onF0. The microwave~MW!
magnetoabsorption measurement using electron-s
resonance~ESR! spectrometers directly probes the flux qua
tumF0 trapped in Josephson junction links,

4–12as described
later. Since JJ links have multienergy~discrete eigen! states,
the measurements give rise to an equally spaced line s
trum as the results of transitions between the succes
eigenstates by microwave absorption.4,5,8–12 The periodic
magnetoabsorption spectrum is clear evidence for the s
wise penetration of quantized flux into JJ links and provid
fundamental flux-trapping information, such as the size a
orientation of the Josephson links,5,9–12to a high field of the
limit of the ESR spectrometersH055000–20 000 Oe. On
the other hand, the Abrikosov vortices do not give suc
periodic spectrum but give a structureless broad spect
due to microwave surface impedance.13–17 Here the micro-
wave response of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy ~Bi2212! single crystals is
550163-1829/97/55~21!/14479~7!/$10.00
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studied, however, the resolved spectrum due toF0 is not
found,18 in contrast to observations for Y-Ba-Cu-O,5,7–10

Tl2212,11 and ErBa2Cu3Oy crystals.
12 The Bi2212 supercon-

ductor shows a lower magnetoresistivity than the Y-Ba-Cu
and Tl2212 superconductors at high temperatures.19–21 To
understand the different trapping modes affecting the re
tivity we have studied Bi2212 single crystals using a pre
ously improved ESR spectrometer.20

II. MICROWAVE RESPONSES FROM JUNCTION LINKS

The MW magnetoabsorption spectrum can be measu
using an ESR spectrometer by sweeping the static magn
field. A few sets of periodic line spectra are observed
Y-Ba-Cu-O and Tl2212 single crystals.5,7–10 The structure
and the angular dependence of the spectra have been re
ably understood as a microwave absorption by JJ links.
spectra reported are composed of periodic lines at a serie
the magnetic fluxesFx5(k11/2)F0, instead of a periodic-
ity of Fx5kF0 , k5integer.5,9–11 The cause of the period
icity including a half quantum~1/2!F0 is interesting in rela-
tion to d-wave mechanism of superconductivity.22–25

Therefore we presently discuss the difference between
responses from 0 andp junctions, which may relate to the
periodicity.

The flux states of a Josephson loop or link are discus
theoretically by Silver and Zimmerman,4 and others.5–11The
essential ideas are given briefly as follows. The supercur
I and the Gibbs’ free energyE of JJ links are given by

I5I csin~Df!, ~1!

E5LI 2/22~F0I c/2p!cos~Df!, ~2!

whereF0 , I c , L, and Df are the flux quantum, critica
current, inductance of the loop, and the supercurrent ph
shift across the Josephson junctions, respectively.4 For the
casesI c.0 and I c,0, the energy of the JJ links has min
14 479 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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14 480 55KUSUMORI, MURAYAMA, AND MUTO
mum value at the phase shiftDf50 ~exactly, 012kp, k
indicates integer! and Df5p ~exactly, p12kp), respec-
tively, as is seen from Eq.~2!. The JJ links have multieigen
statesEk with a phase shift by 2p betweenk andk11 states.
The above two junctions, respectively, are named 0 juncti
andp junctions.4,22–25Whether the real junctions in supe
conductors belong to the 0 junction orp junction depends on
the superconductivity mechanisms concernings-wave and/or
d-wave spin-pairing models and on the relative orientation
the crystallographic axes with respect to the Josephson j
tion interface.22–25

Generally for links containing a numberM of junctions,
the phase shift is given by Eqs.~3! and ~4! from the quanti-
zation condition of the phase integral around the link, wh
leads to the flux quantization inside the links,5

Df5~2p/M !~k2F/F0! for 0 junctions, ~3!

Df5~2p/M !~k1M /22F/F0! for p junctions,
~4!

whereF is the flux penetrated across the link surfaceS. It
should be noted again that the JJ links have multieigen st
Ek , which have a phase shift by 2p betweenk and k11
states but have an equivalent energy, as is seen from
~2!–~4!. Namely, the links can accept a number of fluxes
changing the phase shift by 2p, which differs from Abriko-
sov vortices, as described later.

The shiftDf for an even number (M52m) of p junc-
tions reduces from Eq.~4! to Eq. ~3! by replacingk→k
1m. For an odd number (2m11) of p junctions, it becomes

Df5~2p/M !~k811/22F/F0! for odd p junctions.
~5!

Hereafter we call the links containing 0 junctions, or an ev
number ofp junctions, 0-type links, and those containing
odd number~including one! of p junctions,p-type links.
Using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~5!, the energy of the links is show
in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c! for 0-type,4 andp-type links,22 respec-
tively, as a function of the fluxFx due to the external mag
netic fieldHx ,

Fx5Fdc~ t !1Fmsinvt, ~6!

@Hx5Hdc~ t !1Hmsinvt#,

whereFdc(t) andFmsinvt, respectively, denote the fluxe
due to the dc magnetic fieldHdc(t) which is swept in ESR
measurements and the microwave magnetic fieldHmsinvt
oscillating at an angular frequencyv. The fluxFm due to the
modulating magnetic fieldHm , which is applied in the ESR
measurements, is omitted in Eq.~6!, since it acts only as the
reference for detecting the MW response in the first deri
tive form via lock-in amplification if a very smallHm is
used:Hm!Hdc(t).

10,11The energies have minimum value
Fx5kF0 for 0-type links andFx5(k11/2)F0 for p-type
links as shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!.

In the case of large value forLI c or M described by the
condition 2LI c1MF0/2.F0, two adjacent energy state
Ek(F) andEk11(F) overlap@Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!#.4,5,22Then
a resonant transition betweenEk(F) and Ek11(F) states
occurs by application of microwave magnetic field, and
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sociating penetration of a flux quantumF0 into the link for
each transition, as increasing the external fieldHx .

4,5 If we
applied a lower MW magnetic fieldHmsinvt than the dc field
Hdc ~except for near-zero dc field!, the MW field acts ap-
proximately only as an oscillating field to produce the tra
sition and the external fieldHx is approximated to be the d
magnetic fieldHdc ~thereforeFx5;Fdc for flux!. As a re-
sult, a periodic MW absorption spectrum with a dc-fie
separationDH, which corresponds toF0, is observed by
sweeping the dc magnetic fieldHdc using an ESR spectrom
eter, as shown in Fig. 1. When a high microwave powe
applied at near zero or small dc field the microwave curre
in Josephson junctions also cause fluxon nucleation and
nihilation and give rise to a small additional splitting.5,7,9

Here we do not discuss the additional splitting since
splitting was not clearly observed for the present Bi22
crystals probably because of the larger dc field than the
plied microwave field even for the first line of the period
spectrum:Hdc/2~;several to several tens Oe!@Hm~;0.01
–0.1 Oe!. In the case of the condition 2LI c1MF0/2,F0,
the two adjacent states do not overlap, and result in no re
nant transition by microwave field and hence give no M
absorption with a periodicity.4 Anyhow the observation of a
periodic MW response is clear evidence for stepwise p
etration of flux quanta into JJ links.

The transitions occur at a series of external fluxes shif
by F0/2 from the energy minimum position as shown in Fi
1. So the transitions will be observed stepwise at the exte
fluxesFx5(k11/2)F0 for 0-type links andFx5kF0 for

FIG. 1. Energy states of a superconducting link having~a! a
0-type and~c! a p-type Josephson junction.~b! and ~d! are micro-
wave spectra due to the transitions~vertical arrows! between states
for ~b! 0-type and~d! p-type Josephson links. The energies a
shown for the conditionF0/2,MF0/41LI c for the numberM of
the Josephson junctions in the loop~Refs. 4 and 5!.
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55 14 481DETECTION OF QUANTIZED FLUX PENETRATION . . .
p-type links. Our suggestion is that by this relation we c
identify the 0-type andp-type links by detection or by non
detection of the microwave absorption spectrum due to tr
sitions at external fluxes involving the half-quantumF0/2, as
shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!.

On the contrary, although there exist a large number
Abrikosov vortices, they do not give rise to a periodic M
spectrum. Each vortex accompanies a single flux quantu26

namely, the energy of the Abrikosov vortices is single v
ued. Therefore Abrikosov vortices cause only a structure
magneto-MW response due to microwave surface impeda
relating fluxon nucleation,13–17and never give rise to a per
odic MW absorption spectrum which is characteristic
multivalued energy states. Thus we can selectively ext
the information about JJ links by detecting the periodic M
spectrum using ESR spectrometer.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A crystal of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy superconductor ~size:
;5.3 mm2320 mm! was grown by the floating-zon
method. Several sample crystals of different thickness w

FIG. 2. Microwave spectra observed at 77 K for a thin Bi22
single crystal~i ! of a sizea3b3b3c51.234.030.008 mm3 us-
ing an ESR spectrometer by applying the magnetic field paralle
the directions making angleC5~a! 70°, ~b! 75°, ~c! 82.5°, and~d!
0° with thec axis in theac crystal plane. The modulation frequenc
is 100 kHz and the modulation width 0.05 Oe. The structures d
ignated I–III originate from flux quantaF0 penetrating into Joseph
son links. Successive penetration at the external fluxesFx /F0

561/2,161/2,261/2 . . . indicates that the links are 0 type.
n
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prepared by cutting and cleaving. Every sample was c
firmed by x-ray diffraction to be a single crystal. Measur
ments of the microwave response for those crystals w
made at 77 K using a JEOL-FGX3 ESR spectrometer w
100 kHz field modulation. A small modulation field ofHm
;0.01–0.1 Oe is used in the measurements so as to m
mize the effect in flux trapping as is discussed in the pre
ous section (Hm!H0, except for zero fieldH050!. We have
improved previously the magnetic power supply of the sp
trometer so as to sweep a wide range of the static magn
field, across zero:21000–19000 Oe.20,21 The magnetic-
field strength was measured using a gauss meter, Densh
Ind. Co., Ltd. GM-003. The microwave power applied
0.1–1 mW. The MW magnetic fieldHm is crudely estimated
to be an order of 1023 Oe, which is much smaller than the d
magnetic field.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Microwave responses

Figure 2 shows the microwave response spectra in
first derivative form observed at 77 K for a thin samp
denoted ~i !, having a size a3b3c51.234.030.008
mm3. The spectra~a!–~d! are measured by applying the ma
netic field parallel to the directions making angleC5~a! 70°,
~b! 75°, ~c! 82.5°, and~d! 0° with thec axis in theca crystal
plane@C is defined in the inset in Fig. 2~d!#. Well-resolved
and equally spaced lines originating from flux quanta w
observed for Bi2212 using thin single crystal, denoted by
II, and III in Fig. 2. They are superposed on a broad sp
trum denotedW, which is supposed to be the microwav
surface impedance.13–17 The periodic spectra I–III seem t
have opposite polarity to the broad componentW as is seen
from Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. We integrated the spectra to confir
the polarity and to get the real resonant magnetic fields of
lines. The spectra~a! and~b! in Fig. 3, respectively, show the
first derivative spectrum observed in the dc magnetic-fi
directionC550° in theca crystal plane and the integrate
spectrum~absorption form!. Figures 3~c! and 3~d! show the
decomposed spectra of Fig. 3~b! and, respectively, presen
the sharp component II and broad componentW. They

to

s-

FIG. 3. Microwave spectra in the magnetic-field directions ma
ing angleC550° in theca plane for a Bi2212 single crystal~i !; ~a!
the first derivative spectrum measured,~b! spectrum in absorption
form obtained by integration of~a!, and the component spectra o
~c! I and ~d! W components~see text!.
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14 482 55KUSUMORI, MURAYAMA, AND MUTO
clearly indicate that the two components have opposite
larities, one being 0° phase MW response and the other b
180° ~p! phase response to the input phase of MW supp
into the resonant~ESR! cavity. The wind spectrumW in the
absorption form has a similar shape to the microwave sur
impedance reported,16,17 confirming thatW is due to surface
impedance, which is ascribed to the nucleation of Abrikos
fluxons. The cause of the phase difference between the
component responses is not clear at present.

FIG. 4. Microwave spectra observed at 77 K for a Bi2212 sin
crystal ~i i ! of a size 1.235.730.027 mm3 having slightly larger
thickness than~i !. The measurements of the spectra~a! and ~b!,
respectively, are made by applying the dc magnetic field paralle
the same direction as the spectra~b! and~d! in Fig. 2 measured for
crystal~i !. The ESR measurements are made using the same pa
eters as those for Fig. 2 apart from the amplification gain.

FIG. 5. Microwave spectra observed at 77 K for a thick Bi22
single crystal~i i i ! having a size 2.633.030.4 mm3 for the mag-
netic field aligned along~a! thea-axis and~b! thec-axis directions.
The measurements were made with the same parameters as F
apart from the amplification gain. The structures originating fro
the flux quantumF0 are smeared out by superposition of a numb
of spectra due to slightly differing Josephson links.
o-
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The structure and the broadness of the spectrum diffe
from crystal to crystal and depended on the thickness of
crystals. As shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, another crystal
having a slightly larger thickness~i i ; 1.235.730.027 mm3!
than crystal~i ! gives broader and more complex spectra
the same magnetic-field orientations as Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!,
respectively, for the latter crystal. Much thicker crystals su
as ~i i i ! having a size 2.633.030.4 and~iv! 1.234.032.0
mm3 give only structureless broad spectra, as is shown
Fig. 5 for sample~i i i !. These results indicate that there a
many sets~groups! of ensembles of JJ links with differen
sizes and orientations and that the number of the sets
creases with the increase of the thickness of the crystal~crys-
tal size!. As a result the structures are diminished by sup
position of a number of different periodic spectra a
disappear into broad component of surface impedance.
might be the cause of the failure in detecting periodic spe
for Bi oxide superconductors in the past ESR study proba
using thick crystals.18

B. 0-type Josephson links

The successive lines of II are observed at field increme
61/2,6~111/2!,6~211/2!, . . . from the zero fieldH050 as
shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. This indicates that the transitio
between states occurs at a stepwise progression of the e

e

to

m-

. 2,

r

FIG. 6. Illustration of some intracrystal Josephson junction
terfaces created by dislocations~broken lines! including ~a! the bi-
sector direction of thea andb crystal axes,~b! a- or b-axis direc-
tion and~c! c-axis direction, and~d! a twin-type interface. Onlyd
orbitals of Cu21 ions of Bi2212 are shown, sinced-wave conduc-
tivity mechanism is suggested for cuprate superconductors.
phase change of the supercurrent across the interface isDf50 for
~a! and~c!, p for ~d!, and 0 orp for ~b! depending on the degree o
the atom displacement along the dislocation. The resultant ph
change along links denoted by thick solid or dotted circles beco
SDf50 or 2p by crossing twice the junction interface.
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FIG. 7. Angular dependence of the microwave spectra in theca crystal plane for the thin Bi2212 single crystal~i !. The data points
denoted by larger size of circless represent the stronger spectrum line. The trianglen at an experimental angleC575° denote the line
positions of the periodic spectrum II in Fig. 2~b!. The solid curves for spectra I and II show the calculated 1/cosu dependence. The spectrum
I shows the minimum line-separation atC5212°, which corresponds to the direction of the normal axisn of the Josephson link surfac
projected to theca plane. The spectrum II~and the line separations! diverges atC580°, and indicates that the normal axis makes an
90°–80°510° with thec axis. The inset shows the superconducting links having a Josephson junction and surface areaS ~see text!.
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nal magnetic fluxFx5(k61/2)F0 @characteristic of 0-type
links in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!# and not the progressionFx
5kF0 @characteristic ofp-type links in Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!#.
The periodicity of (k61/2)F0 is also reported for Y-Ba-
Cu-O and Tl2212 single crystals.5,11 Thus it may be con-
cluded that the intracrystal links in the single crystals
these ceramics superconductors contain 0 junctions or
even number ofp junctions, and do not contain a single~or
an odd number of! p junction.

This might be understood by intracrystal Josephson ju
tions and JJ links illustrated in Figs. 6~a!–6~d!, where the
links are located in or near theab plane since the location
was experimentally suggested as described later. The c
~a!–~d! present some possible interfaces created by dislo
tions involving~a! the bisector direction of thea andb crys-
tal axes,~b! the a- or b-axis direction and~c! the c-axis
direction, and~d! a twin-type interface. The phase change
the supercurrent across the interface isDf50 for cases~a!
and~c!, p for ~d!, and 0 orp for ~b! depending on the degre
of the displacement of atoms along the dislocation. Howev
the current twice crosses the junction interface along the
circuit in every case, as indicated by thick solid or dott
loop. Even in a case such as~b!, the penetration of supercur
rent to the junctions will occur along the loop with the pha
changes 0-0 orp-p rather than a loop with the change
0-p or p-0, since the 0 orp junction has a lower tunne
barrier than the other. As a result, the resultant phase cha
becomesSDf50 or 2p, and interpreting the above exper
mental evidence of the periodicity (k61/2)F0.

C. Size and orientation of JJ links

We measured a series of MW-response spectra suc
Fig. 2 for the sample~i ! by rotating the crystal in an interva
f
an

-

es
a-

f

r,
k
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of the rotation angleDC55°;10° with respect to the exter
nal magnetic field (H0) direction in the ESR cavity. The
spectral line positions are plotted as a function of the exp
mental rotation angleC. Figure 7 shows the angular depen
dence of the spectra observed in theca crystal plane. Figure
8 is essentially the same angular dependence as Fig. 7, b
an expanded~precise! plot in a range of angleC562.5–95°
for the spectra, which are measured in a smaller angle in
val DC52.5°. Even for the thinnest crystal~i ! of the present
samples, the MW response spectrum was found to be c
posed of many sets of periodic lines with different spacin
and different angular dependences. The spacingDH between
successive equally spaced lines varied like a function
1/cosu as well as the magnetic-field position of each lin
whereu is a direction angle described later. We were able
follow the angular dependence only for three periodic spec
which are denoted by I, II, and III in Figs. 7 and 8, where t
solid curves denote the 1/cosu dependence. It was impossibl
to follow other weak lines because there were so many
them. The present observation of periodic spectra along w
the angular dependence in the 1/cosu form is clear evidence
for the stepwise penetration of quantized fluxes into JJ lin
as discussed in Sec. II.

The line separation is given byDB5F0 /SJ , since one
flux quantumF0 penetrates into the link surfaceSJ in each
increment of the flux densityDB which is due to the incre-
ment of the magnetic fieldDH.5,10,11The separation shows
an angular dependence of 1/cosu. This is because the effec
tive surfaceSeff , into which the fluxes penetrate, is change
by the external field direction (h5H0 /H0). Seff is given by
the cross section of the surfaceSJ ~having normaln! pro-
jected onto the plane normal to the field directionh: Seff
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FIG. 8. Expanded plot of the angular dependence of the microwave response spectra in Fig. 7 around thea axis in theac crystal plane.
The spectra II and III~and the line separations!, respectively, diverge atC580° and 77°, and indicate that the normal axis of the Joseph
links make angles 10° and 13° with thec axis in theca plane~see text!.
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5h–nSj5Sjcosu, whereu is the angle betweenh andn as
shown in the inset in Fig. 7.5 DB is given by

DB5F0 /Sjcosu. ~7!

The spacingDH and the response spectrum diverge
u590° and have minimum values atu50°, which corre-
sponds to the normal axis direction of the JJ link surfa
One needs the angular dependence of the spacing in the
crystal planes~ca, ab, and bc! to determine the direction
cosines~sinz cosj, sinz sinj, cosz! of the normal axisn in the
polar coordinates~z, j! of thea, b, andc axes. Figures 7 and
8 show that the normal axesn for I, II, and III made angles
~2!12°, 10°, and 13° with thec axis in theca plane. The
results indicate thatn are closely located to thec-axis direc-
tion, i.e., the surface plane of the links being in theab plane.
As shown in Fig. 7, other weak lines are observed around
a-axis direction and not observed around thec direction,
although they were difficult to follow the angular depe
dence. The results suggest that the link surface planes
these weak lines are also closely located in theab plane.

It was unfortunately also difficult to follow the angula
dependence of the spectra including I, II, and III in theab
andbc planes since poorly resolved spectra were observ
Especially, as shown in Figs. 9~a!–9~d!, the MW responses
in any direction in theab plane showed broad and wide
spread spectra superposing many weak lines on the b
component. These results, however, lend support to the c
that all the surface planes of links~probably including I–III!
are closely in theab plane since the spectra are spread wh
the magnetic field is applied on the link surface planes.

Similar periodic spectra have been reported
Y-Ba-Cu-O,5,7–10 Tl2212,11 and ErBa2Cu3Oy single
crystals.12 However, the spacing observed for Bi2212
much larger, by about 102 times, than those reported for th
latter compounds. From the angular dependence in theca
plane~Figs. 7 and 8!, the link surfaces projected on theab
plane ~along the c axis! are estimated to beSJ50.5
60.1, 361 and 4.460.3mm2 for I, II, and III, respectively.
The real surfaces will not differ much from these valu
since their surface planes were suggested to be closely in
ab plane. The link sizes are extremely small compared to
sizesSJ5160 and 804mm2 reported for Y-Ba-Cu-O,5 and
SJ5211 mm2 for Tl2212 single crystals.11 For spectrum I
this might be due to Abrikosov vortices rather than JJ lin
t
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since it does not give a periodic spectrum but rather only
line for 6magnetic-field sides. If it were the case, the effe
tive loop size for I should be multiplied by factor 2~0.5
3251 mm2! since the fluxon nucleation and annihilation o
cur at a field corresponding to61F0 rather than6(1/2
1k)F0.

The number of the periodic lines ranges from several t
few tens as is seen for II, III, and other weak lines in Figs.
7, and 8. This differs from the several tens and hundr
reported for Y-Ba-Cu-O and Tl2212 compounds.5,7–11 The
present smaller values may be ascribed to a limit of the nu
ber of quanta acceptable to the Josephson links in Bi2
because of the small link size.

D. Angular dependence of surface impedance

The angular dependence of the overall width of the m
crowave response spectrum, which is related to the width
the surface impedance spectrum, is also plotted in Fig. 7 w
arrows. We defined the width as the separationDH1/5 be-
tween the field positions giving one fifth of the maximu

FIG. 9. Microwave spectra observed for a single crystal~i ! by
applying the magnetic field parallel to the directions making an
C5~a! 0° ~H0ia axis!, ~b! 30°, ~c! 60°, and~d! 90° ~H0ib axis!
with thea axis in theab crystal plane.
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height of the broad component as shown in Fig. 2~d!. It
varies like a function of 1/cosu as shown with dotted curve
in Fig. 7, and as do the periodic lines. The spectrum widt
the thick crystals~i i !–~iv! also showed a similar angula
dependence to that of crystal~i !, and had minimum value i
a direction close to thec axis as well as the Josephson lin
These results indicate that the nucleation and annihilatio
Abrikosov fluxons, which is the origin of the MW surfac
impedance,14–16occur in similar way~with a similar angular
dependence! of the quantized flux penetration and annihi
tion into Josephson junctions for increasing and decrea
the dc field.

The present work indicates that the surface planes o
JJ links in Bi2212 crystals are closely located in theab crys-
tal plane~the normal axisn of the surface being near thec
axis!. The close location in theab plane may originate from
the higher conductivity in theab plane than other direction
However, the link surfaces are slightly tilted from theab
plane ~;10°–20°!. Therefore the most plausible JJ lin
might be a loop shown in Fig. 6~c!, where the supercurren
flows in twoab planes, which are separated by a JJ bound
created by dislocation parallel to theab plane, by tunne
.

ev
f

.
of

g

e

ry

crossing the boundary. Then the slight tilt of the link surfac
from theab plane can be understood. The cause of the sm
link sizes observed for Bi2212 is not clear at present. O
possible speculation might be its lower conductivity th
other superconductors, since the lower conductivity mi
show a tendency to make a smaller superconducting loop
get further information about the JJ links in high-Tc super-
conductors it is necessary to prepare artificial supercond
tive multilayers, artificial Josephson-junction layers, and la
ers involving insulator particles and to study the microwa
response from them. The study in this direction is proce
ing.

V. CONCLUSION

The present work has detected the quantized flux pene
tion into intracrystal Josephson junctions of Bi2212 sing
crystals. It elucidates a large difference of the flux-trapp
mode in Bi2212 from other ceramic high-Tc superconduct-
ors. The size and the number of quanta acceptable to
junction links are about 10–102 times smaller than Y-Ba-
Cu-O and Tl2212 single crystals.
-
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